
Heather Heroldt’s Sew Purse-onally Card Instructions – 2-17-11 
 

Sew Fabulous Card 
Old Olive card base, standard fold.  5 ¼” x 4 “ Very 
Vanilla CS layer, paper pierced all the way around, 5 ½” 
x 1” strip in Pretty in Pink CS.   
Stamp ruler on pink strip close to right edge.  Stamp 
envelope flap now, too while you have it out!  Wrap Old 
Olive ¼” ribbon around left edge, tie twine strand around 
in bow.  After paper piercing the Very Vanilla layer, 
stamp spools in Close to Cocoa, lining up ruler strip for 
placement.  Color wash with watercolor crayons.  Stamp 
dress form in Chocolate Chip on card, and form again on 
Pretty in Pink DSP scrap.  Stamp sentiment on Very 
Vanilla strip, trim, and paper pierce underline.  Curl strip, 
and glue dot end to center of dress form waistline.  Cut 
out DSP form body, and pop dot to card, over sentiment 
strip end.  Tie twine in button holes and trim, glue dot to 
DSP body waistline.  Adhere layers to card base. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Sew Thank You Card 
Crumb Cake card base, top fold.  Stamp stitch lines in various 

provided colors, lengthwise across card.  Tie ribbon around 
upper quarter of card front.  Stamp sentiment and button frame 
on white scrap in black.  Stamp ruler in black on envelope flap.  

Punch sentiment with oval punch, layer with larger oval 
punched from black.  Adhere to ribbon. I used snail runner, as 

this ribbon is so think already.  Cut out button frame and adhere 
to black layer.  Pop dot buttons in place, and adhere to card 
front.  Buttons have been prepared for you using the Sweet 

Buttons embosslit, but you could also substitute actual buttons 
in appropriate colors.  I paper-pierced the prepared buttons first 

to add the black twine.  You could add some shading with a 
marker as well. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Sew Birthday Card 
Standard card base in Barely Banana CS.  DSP 
bottom layer – 5 1/14” x 4”, then barely banana top 
layer is 3 ¾” x 3 1/8”, with a Very Vanilla layer on top 
of 3 5/8” x 3”.  Stamp sewing machine randomly ove
Very Vanilla piece in Poppy Parade, Peach Parfait and 
Daffodil Delight.  Adhere to smaller Barely Banana 
piece.  Wrap ribbon and add center tie with a glue dot.  
Stamp ruler on envelope flap in Poppy Parade.  Stamp 
sentiment on Very Vanilla scrap with Poppy Parade 
and punch, layer on a Curly label punch in Poppy 
Parade.  Pop dot to upper corner of sewing machines.  
Stamp pin cushion in black on Very Vanilla scrap, color 
in with Poppy Parade marker.  Cut out (mind the pins!) 
and pop dot to lower corner of sewing machines.  
Adhere DSP layer to card base, pop dot stamped 
images to center of card. 
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In Stitches Card 

Card Base in Whisper White CS, 
landscape top fold.  Cut DSP pieces to 1 

½” x 4” and 2 ½” x 4”.  Adhere to card 
front, turning over one piece so there are 

two patterns showing.  Cover left DSP 
edge with 4” paper trim in Basic Black CS, 

chosen from the Tasteful Trim Big Shot 
die.  Produce and decorate 5 coordinating 
buttons with the Sweet Buttons embosslit, 

pop dot to left side of card in remaining 
white space.  Square top layers are 3 ¼” 

in Basic Black CS and 3” in Whisper 
White CS.  Stamp Pattern Pieces in Melon 

Mambo on Whisper White and adhere to 
black layer.  Stamp ruler onto envelope 

flap in Melon Mambo.  Stamp pincushion 
and sewing machine in black on 

coordinating DSP scrap, and sentiment on Whisper White scrap.  Carefully cut out shapes, and 
punch sentiment with word window punch.  Layer sentiment onto modern label punch in black.  Pop 

dot all to stamped layer as shown, and adhere to card over DSP base layers. 


